The stock market, which has been investigated by various researchers, is a very complicated environment. So far, most of the research only concerned the quantitative factors, like index in open or volume, instead of qualitative factors, say political effect.
INTRODUCTION
The stock market is always one of the most popular investments due to its high profit. However, higher profit results in higher risk. Thus, a lot of research intended to develop an forecasting model in order to provide the investors an optimal prediction. Among the traditional research, most of the works employed the time series analysis techniques (i.e., mixed auto regression moving average (ARMA)) (Kendall 1990 ) as well as multiple regression models. However, most of them have their own constraints.
Recently, due to the increase of the computational speed, artificial neural networks (ANNs) have also been used in this area. ANN is a system which has been derived through the model of neurophysiology (Hertz 1991) . (Baba 1992) applied modified error back-propagation (EBP) learning algorithm to predict the Japanese stock market. The network structure consists of fifteen input nodes and one output node representing the stock market tendency. Similar research can refer to (Jang 1993 , Cheng 1994 . Though all the above mentioned research declared that their proposed models could accurately predict the stock market, they only concerned the quantitative factors instead of qualitative factors. It is doubtless since the quantitative factors are more convenient to process and obtained. However, in the reality, the non-quantitative factors sometimes are mote important than the quantitative factors. Therefore, this paper intends to develop an intelligent stock market forecasting system based on both the factors to help the investors make the right decision. Basically, the proposed system consists of (1) factors collection, (2) quantitative model, (3) qualitative model, and (4) decision integration. In the first part, the system needs to collect all the possible 0-7803-3280-6/96/%5.00 @ 1996 IEEE -1073 -factors, no matter quantitative or qualitative. Then the quantitative factors are fed into an ANN for prediction. But this is only for the general pattern of the stock market in the second part. Thus, the third part employs the modified fuzzy Delphi to decide the qualitative effect on the stock market. Finally, the above two values are integrated with time effect in order to provide the final decision. This paper consists of three more sections. Section two discusses the proposed system while the example results based on the Taiwan stock market are shown in section three. The conclusions and future study are explored in section four.
METHODOLOGY
This research intends to develop an intelligent stock market forecasting system (Figure 1 ) based on the view point of systems integration. Basically, the proposed system consists of four parts, factors collection, quantitative model, qualitative model, and decision integration. In the following, they will be discussed sequentially. (1) Factors collection
In order to make a right decision, collecting the effective information regarding the forecasted object is very crucial. In this part, assume that the collected factors are good enough to support the forecasting model. It has been mentioned above that both the quantitative and nonquantitative factors are collected from the published joumals and newspapers and the index data is provided by the stock company.
(2) Quantitative model (ANN)
Once the data has been collected in the first part, this part will employ the modelfree method, ANN, instead of traditional statistics models to develop the relationship between the independent variables and dependent variable on the network connection weights. Among the different network structures and learning algorithms, this research selects the feedforward ANN with EBP learning algorithm since it can predict the continuous output and has been applied in a variety of areas, like control and pattern recognition (Lippmann 1987) .
Regarding the network structure, this research will consider one hidden layer as well as two hidden layers. For the proposed network, input layer with some neurons represents some effective quantitative factors.
The hidden layer with some neurons is connected with the output layer with one neuron which represents the performed stock tendancy. Basically, the one-hidden-layer ANN can be written as follows: Inuut laver; O,, = x,, 7 i = 1727...
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The learning algorithm is based on the gradient search with minimizing the cost hnction defined as:
( 4) where p is pattern numker a,nd T and 0 are the target and actual ~u q~u t s , respectively. The updating rule for each connection weight is: 
Max, = Max(Max,,,)
Mean, = d m
where MiqJ, MaxIJ, and Mean,,J are the minimum, maximum, and mean values of ith event and jth sample, respectively and n is the total number of samples. 
where Min,,, and meaniJ are the minimum, maximum, and mean values of ith dimension and jth event, respectively and n is the number of events in each dimension.
g.Defuzzify the fizzy numbers through the center of gravity.
Therefore, the results from the fhzzy Delphi represent the non-quantitative factor effects on the stock market.
(4) Decision integration From the above two parts, quantitative and non-quantitative models, the general stock market tendency and special factors effects are obtained. In order to get the final result, these two are integrated with time effect through the other ANN. The investors can make a right decision based on the support of the proposed system.
MODEL EVALUATION
This section used the data collected from the Taiwan stock market in order to evaluate the proposed system. There are two reasons why to choose the Taiwan stock market. One is that it is an environment where the authors are familiar to and the other is that the Taiwan stock market is a kind of "light-tray" stock market. If the proposed system is able to provide the acceptable forecast, it will also be suitable -1075 -for the other kinds of stock markets. Appendix lists all the considered factors after discussing with the stock market experts.
Firstly, the factors are divided into two categories, quantitative and non-quantitative, as mentioned above. Based on the literature survey results, twenty-five quantitative factors (Appendix) will be considered. Due to dynamical consideration, the factors with "*" whose previous (one-day before) values will also be included. Therefore, totally, there are forty-two input variables. Just like mentioned in section two, traditional research employed multiple regression models to find the relationship between the factors and the stock index. However, due to complexity of the model determination and linear constraint, most of them are not able to provide very acceptable results. Even time series analysis technique, ARMA, is applied, it also has the same problem. Thus, all the quantitative factors will be the inputs of the quantitative model, ANN. Since this research employs the feedfonvard ANN with EBP leaming algorithm, all the quantitative factors should be normalized in [0, 11. Forty two factors result in the number of the input nodes to be also forty two. The number of output nodes is one. But, this research will try to test two different outputs: Min(N,, -N , 3 ) 0, = where Nto and Nu are the indexes of current day and three days after, respectively. Since the network can have more than one hidden layers, both one and two hidden layers are tested. In addition, since the number of hidden-layer nodes strongly affects the network performance, this paper will also make the sensitivity analysis for the number of hidden-layer nodes. For the above testing, the training rate and momer.tum are set to be 0.5 and 0.5, respectively. The network will not stop training until the 50,000 iterations. Table 1 shows the computational results, which imply that the best network is the one whose output is 0 2 . The network has only one hidden layer whose node number is sixty. The forecasting results are show in Figure 2 . In here, such network is called the single  ANN (SANN) .
-1076 -
For the non-quantitative model, fuzzy
Delphi method, the set up of questionnaire is based on the related references, like journals and newspaper. Basically, it consists of six dimensions as mentioned in section two.
Consequently, tremendous amounts of events can be included. Thus, the authors spent plenty of time in the library in order to extract these events. Thereafter, use these events to formulate the first questionnaire and let the stock market experts make the ranking. Thus, we can obtain the second questionnaire. After three times of survey, the mean and variance tests show that the membership functions have converged. Therefore, this knowledge base will be integrated further with the SANN results shown in the above. Intuitively, there is only one data which is the tendency of stock market from S A N N result. But the fuzzy Delphi method at least provides six data which are political, economic, financial, message, intemational, and technical effects. However, the effects will also depend on how long it has been occurred. For this reason, the time levels for each dimension are also included for each dimension. Therefore, the network consists of thirteen input nodes which are connected to twenty-nine hidden nodes which are connected to twenty-nine hidden nodes which are connected to one output node after the sensitivity analysis. The MSE is equal to 0.037847 after 50,000 epoches of training. For such network, it is called the integration ANN (IANN). The forecasting results are shown in Figure 2 .
It appears that if use only one ANN (SANN) to forecast the stock market, the results are acceptable, and the O2 output provides the better result than 0,. The reason is that 0 2 is more sensitive than 0,.
However, through integration of ANN and fuzzy Delphi method, its performance is much better than the single ANN. The comparison of these two methods are shown in 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has shown that the proposed intelligent stock market forecasting system is able to handle both the quantitative and nonquantitative factors. In the future, we will try to apply the fuzzy neural network (Kuo 1996) to replace the fuzzy Delphi method in order to obtain the more accurate results since fuzzy neural network is capable of learning.
